Expert Account Configuration
We’ll make sure your account configuration conforms to cloud best practices.

24/7/365 Monitoring
We’re always watching and ready to respond, so you can rest easy – and stay focused.

Comprehensive Routine Maintenance
From updates to patches to backups, we’ll keep your cloud in top shape.

Next-Gen AWS Managed Services
Leverage the latest technologies to keep your cloud fast and efficient.

Mission’s team of AWS Certified CloudOps engineers take operational tasks and interruptions off your plate so you can focus on your core business.

Cloud Security
Mission’s team of cloud security experts implement automated data collection and real-time threat detection using sophisticated tooling to enforce security practices across your infrastructure and keep your security measures up to date.

AWS Security Best Practices
Expert guidance on securing your cloud-based infrastructure.

Automated Data Collection
Automatically aggregate and log data from across your environment.

Real Time Threat Detection
Advanced AI/ML tools help identify anomalies before they’re too late to respond.

Rapid Response and Remediation
Our team of cloud security experts is ready to act, whenever a threat arises.

Infrastructure Automation and Deployment
Eliminate waste and errors by spinning up resources on demand, automatically.

Real-Time Insights
Get real visibility into the components of your application that drive performance.

Root-Cause Analysis
See through architectural complexity and get to root causes and real fixes.

Mission’s team of APM experts will set up the right monitoring and management tools for your application, identify the most meaningful tasks to track and give you easy access to the intel you need to keep your application running smoothly.

Mission’s team of DevOps experts will help you leverage containers, microservices and IAC to increase the speed of code deploys, scale your infrastructure to meet spikes in demand, recover quickly from outages, and more.

Expert Roadmapping
Translate business objectives into a technology roadmap that drives growth and innovation.

Cloud Architecture Configuration
Mission’s team of DevOps experts help design, build, and manage highly available, elastic technology environments.

Managed AWS Cloud
Mission’s team of AWS Certified CloudOps engineers take operational tasks and interruptions off your plate so you can focus on your core business.

Managed DevOps
Mission’s team of DevOps experts will help you leverage containers, microservices and IAC to increase the speed of code deploys, scale your infrastructure to meet spikes in demand, recover quickly from outages, and more.

AWS Managed Services
Leverage the latest technologies to keep your cloud fast and efficient.

Mission’s team of AWS Certified CloudOps engineers take operational tasks and interruptions off your plate so you can focus on your core business.

Real-Time Insights
Get real visibility into the components of your application that drive performance.

Root-Cause Analysis
See through architectural complexity and get to root causes and real fixes.

Rapid Response & Remediation
Automated alerts allow us to address issues and outages before they affect your users.

Managed Cloud Security
Mission’s team of cloud security experts implement automated data collection and real-time threat detection using sophisticated tooling to enforce security practices across your infrastructure and keep your security measures up to date.

AWS Security Best Practices
Expert guidance on securing your cloud-based infrastructure.

Automated Data Collection
Automatically aggregate and log data from across your environment.

Real Time Threat Detection
Advanced AI/ML tools help identify anomalies before they’re too late to respond.

Rapid Response and Remediation
Our team of cloud security experts is ready to act, whenever a threat arises.

Mission’s team of APM experts will set up the right monitoring and management tools for your application, identify the most meaningful tasks to track and give you easy access to the intel you need to keep your application running smoothly.

Managed APM
Mission’s team of APM experts will set up the right monitoring and management tools for your application, identify the most meaningful tasks to track and give you easy access to the intel you need to keep your application running smoothly.

Next Steps
Schedule a free 60-minute consultation with a Solutions Architect to learn more about how we can help you leverage AWS.
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